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“Stefan Prigmore sounds like
Jon Dee Graham ate John Prine
for lunch. The end result feels
like hanging out in your
favorite bar, drinking a cold
brew, watching the darkened
stage and hanging on to each
syllable of the song for twists
and turns you can’t imagine
coming...because you can’t."
-Sara Hickman
"Perhaps Stefan’s greatest
strength is his Prine-like ability
to transport the listener to the
bottom without transforming
himself or the listener into a
victim.”
-Americana Highways
"River/Blood is THE album
you will remember for a
lifetime."
-Kelly's Country

Stefan has been creating and performing music since his
teenage years, following his father into the business in the
same way he learned from his father in the woods and the
river. The joy Stefan finds in the outdoors and the
gratitude he shows on the stage are part of the same values
that persevere in his music today. Stefan's sound is a rustic
and approachable blend of Americana, folk, and roots.
Audiences comment that his lyrics are stark and sincere,
and his voice is dynamic and distinctive. He lists Bob
Dylan, Guy Clark, Leonard Cohen, and Richard Buckner
among his influences.
In 2018, Stefan was nominated for “Songwriter of The
Year” by Fort Worth Weekly magazine; that same year he
won a tour grant from the Hear Fort Worth initiative.
In 2021, Stefan launched his Patreon page, where he shares
new and unreleased music, wild game recipes, and stories
from the woods and water. Stefan's Patreon
Stefan was proud to announce the March 2021 release of
his first solo, full-length album “River/Blood”, produced
and recorded by Clay Parker. He now resides in far east
Texas with his wife, Becky, and their ridiculous squirrel
dog, Leon Rausch
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